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A. ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION

1. The High level Expert Group Meeting on Agriculture and Environment was held

in the United Nations Conference Centre, Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) from 30 NOvember

to 2 December 1998, The meeting was 'formally opened by Ms P. Makinwa

Adebusoye, Director of the Food Security and Sustainable Development Division of

the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA). Mr. K.Y. Amoako, the Executive

Secretary of ECA and Ms. Lalla Ben Barka, the Deputy Executive secretarvot the

Commission also took part in the opening ceremony.

2. The meeting was attended by experts in the fields of population, agriculture

and environment. These experts were invited in their personal capacity. The list 'of

participants is provided in the Annex.

B. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Opening of the Meeting

3. The meeting opened at 16.10 hrs on 30 November 1998. In her opening

statement, Ms Makinwa-Adebusoye welcomed the Experts on behalf of the Under

Secretary General and Executive Secretary of the ECA, and thanked them for

honouring the Commission's invitation. She hoped that in addition to a fruitful

meeting, they would have a pleasant stay in Addis Ababa.

4. She then reviewed the food security situation in Africa, which she underscored

was dismal in many countries. Food insecurity is expected to accelerate substantially

in sub-Saharan Africa where available evidence suggests that environmental

degradation such as soil erosion, desertification and deforestation is seriously
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depend for increasing their agricultural productivity. As a result, about 44 percent of

Africa's population live below the po~~~ 1i~~'~aini~~)ahincdrfi&6f~bb~t$39 p€r

month.

,- jf, ~-, ;'~~, _ _', . .'.~ ':'--"",( ~i,l:!

5. She identified two basic pressures that account generally for the continued

deterioration in the qualityof life of the avera~~ Af~i~~~ ~fhe popui~tiO~growth 'rate
- "/e1:. '-, -.':" -~ :'; - - . -

which far exceeds that of per capita food production in most African countries and
'r'iT:r--'i,'"~,, ""~-,;-,;. ;','. - . \ i·-- '. '. _"_ -; ',r' . "(- 1."1,: f'

the rapid deterioration of the environment caused by soil erosion, desertification,
I " - "", .

deforestation and environmentally damaging agricultural practices which has led to
':~'f',_-' ,,-, -' _ .~; "-'_f -'F;'C' -:,:.' .. ~,.~~) :,,:'; _

declining land productivity, increased food insecurity, rapid population growth and
" ' .• ... . - - . ! - .r

environmental degradation in the continent. These trends constitute a very

important challenge for public policy in Africa today. Indeed, no cluster of issues has
,--: .', < ;-.r:,; -, " ~ ··-c' ; -;, ;'

.eluded effective pUbU~ policy int~~E7ntiof,l more tha~. that int~~ilinking food security,

population and environmental degradation.

6. She drew attention to the emerging consensus highlighted at all international

conferences which have been held since the~earIYJ990s, for attaining food security
,~~l;-':" ",.. ;.:;~:-: . . ~-- - ,',.-

and ensuring sustained economic growth and sustainable economic development,

which lays emphasis on the need to tackle the inter-linked i~sues of POP!.iI~~i9f1,

environment and food security, known as the nexus, in a holistic and integrated

'Y:l~pner so as to alleviate PQVE!~'

7. She identified the need for a fram'7'1\o'qr~ tQ better.uncle~~nd,and lJ1a,~ ~~

nexus issues hence the reiil,$On lNhYoCA, throyg/1 a set qf ref()~ll\Sf a!1P tl;1~ cr,e<\t\()l'\ 9f
the Food Security and sustainable -Oevelopment"Division (F~S,p~}!;(~s,,~!'ilPO~fl:i~~

itself to meet this challenge. The mandate of the Division is precisely to take the

lead in grappling Wit!) the dE!licate balance between popylatiO,llgrowt/'l, agriculturl!!

and t~.!'!environment so as to!pfomptefoo9 secur~!y and.sustainable developmentjo

the region. " -c '> "i

J
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8. She then drew the attention ~f the meeting to some important first steps
~'- -, .-;:. <;.,' ; : ):: ',," . '.' ', .', '.

which FSSDD has taken, including the development of a Population, Environment,

Development and Agriculture (PEDA) computer simulation . model with which the

Division intends to demonstrate the synergistic effect of the population-agriculture-
. " .;,:'., ,\", .:. ". " .
environment interrelationship on food security. The model, she said, would be
'. , ., , " : -.' I, . .- '. ..:' . '. .

demonstrated for the consideration of the meeting. An "Issues Paper", a guide to
. '- -1 . - ". . :.',' ; :, ,'" _ -'.. . .'

the Division's current (1998-1999) work programme, as well as a forward looking

plan for the biennium 2000-2001 was also avail~ble f~r the consideration of the

meeting. In addition, the Division intends to continue its consultation with expert

groups to further sharpen the focus of its work so as to enable it/along' with the

other Divisions of the ECA, to serve Africa better. To plan and successfully carry out
" -, '" 'i '. ';, ~., ',' . " - ,

its work, a number of critical questions and issues would need to be addressed

including:

1. ~ow can policy makers be persuasively reached on these interrelated issues?

2. How can public administrators best manage the vital interactions between
1;:-,'.; '_" ,'- ..

population, agriculture and environment?

3. How can the Division best organize and manage its work in the inter-linked
.! .'- ' ,,: ~ . ,~L>: '..J __ ""'.;- .,' . . -1., ' ' .

areas of population, agriculture and the environment?

4. What approaches can the Division suggest to public ad~inistrators'to assist

them in their efforts to increase agricultural production while protecting the
,.,~

environment?

She called on the meeting to help find answers to these and other related questions

and issues.

9. This group comprising world renowned experts in the fields of population,
, ' '. . ~ ~ :

agriculture and environment and senior policy makers who understand how decision-

making is influenced, was put together to assist the division and the Commission to

think through and around these questions as well as discuss broad strategic

approaches, and help the Division to plan specific tasks. The meeting is expected to
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discuss how the integration of the nexus issues in development planning can be

made politically attractive, and how ECA and its partners can be more helpful in

government work on these issues.

10. In conclusion, she said that the Division looked forward to the final

recommendations of the meeting which would constitute practical advice on how the

Division's programme should best be organized so as to have a marked, positive

impact on food security and sustainable development in Africa.

Organizational Matters

11. After introducing themselves, the participants elected the following offkers;

Chairperson:

Rapporteurs:

Professor George Benneh

Professor Ruth Oniango assisted by Dr. Dunstan Spencer

and Professor Abiodun Falusi. .

12. Following'the election of officers, the meeting adopted the agenda shown
.;

below (Agenda item 2(b)) ...

.'itt,

Agenda

Session 1:

" -,'

(a)

(b)

'-'--",,', ':'
1'- _' .):

i ;

Opening of the Meeting

Organisational Matters:
. ;.

;'." ,".; .,-

" ' "
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(i) Election of Chairmap and Rapporteur

(ii) Adoption of the agenda and programme

of work

Programme of work

(i) . session 2: Populatlon-Aqrlculture-

Enviropment Inter-linkages: The critical links

between population, agriculture and the

environment: Presentation of the Population,

environment, Development and Agriculture

(PEDA) Model.

(ii) Session 3: Group Discussions - Formation

_, of working groups and determination of

their terms of reference

(iii) session 4: Group discussions.

(iv) Session 5: Consideration and approval of the report of the

meeting

(v) Session 6: Closing session

session 2: Population-agriculture-environment inter-linkages

13. Ms. Makinwa-Adebusoye, the chief of FSSDD presented the Division's

population Environment Development Agriculture (PEDAMpdel) for dernonstratmq

and proje<1ing PEDA interactions in the member countries ofECA. The model is

deliberatety user-friendly and focuses on the vicious cycle of poverty/illiteracy, high

fertility, land degradation and food security. The model qaantitatively operationahzes

this vicious cycle framework and examines possible ways of breaking out of it as well
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as the implications of altern'atil)~acti6rlitbn th~ food security status of different sub-
~.·'·· ...i· , ....u~' ...

groups of the population.

14. Following the presentation of the model,the meeting'congratulate<l'the Chief

of the division for her vis,b~ :in initiating "the work on the model and the great

progress that has bee;;;mad~ to brinfthe'ril~&1 to its present level of development.
. ~ ",

15. The foIl6w{nin~'a s'QinmarV of thekeypoints that emerged from the ensuing
. ' ,:

discussions.
•

-,\..",'

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(vi)

(vii)

The policy environment should be more explicitly incorporated into the
·~·:-'·i>:" -r, .....'~! ." -f"

niodel.
-,.- :t",··· :", ..,-'. >

the 'environment component of the" model should come out more

prominently.

The relationships between different levels of education and their

linkages to food securityshould be more clearlvspelt out.

(iv) The impact of biotechnology should be considered.

f' 'M" 'A!DSiSbecot11inga major' developfuentfactor in the region and the

relevance of the model would be enhanced if its impact and

implications were accommodated in the model.

The strength of the model lies in' its potential for sensitivity analysis,

Data availability and reliability are of considerable importance for the

usefulness of the model.

16. In her response the Chief of the Division informed the meeting that the

co..ernts prn tje-environment arid pOlicy' had to some 'extent been aCcommodated

inth'e model in its 'present form. For 'e~brriple, environment considera'tlons ci:irhe into
" 'e':-, ,_ '.,' . _ ..' "_', _ _ '. _. .

the -i'nodelvia its water component. oC,f'number of economic 'var1~61es also enter the

model ttih)i1~h the production anddisftib'Utlon functions. Also'1'l1e"effect of edUcation

on fertilitY eli Id' the linkages to foddseturity:iarealsot:iGilt int8thetnibdel.
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17. She informed the meeting that the main message the present stage of the

model is trying to get out to the various key stakeholders is to start: working together

on the key nexus issues. The comments and other recommendations from the

meeting will be brought to the attention of the consultants for possible incorporation

into future versions of the model.

Session 3: Formation of working Groups and Determination of their
•

Terms of Reference

18. The Chairman drew the attention of the meeting to the opening statement of

the Chief of FSSDD which contained specific expectations about the outcome of the

meeting. The Chief of the Division had called on the participants to focus on a few

key aspects in the inter-linked areas under discussion so as to be able to carve out a

niche for the division while avoiding unnecessary duplication. She had also called on

the participants to identify the key issues involved and advise on how best the

Division could go about tackling them.

19. In the ensuing discussions, the Division was called upon to focus on two

areas:

(i) Advocacy

(ii) Policy Analysis Support

20. It was agreed that while overlap and duplication should be avoided, some

overlap may be beneficial, particularly, if the Division is able to carve out a niche for

itself, build the needed capacity to maintain the niche and in the process earn

credibility and recognition. In any case, if the Division focuses its work on the nexus

interrelations, the possibility of unnecessary duplication and overlap will be greatly

minimized.
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21. With regards to its advocacy role, it was suggested that the Division should

build partnershos with all the keys~keholde~.~ including' decision-makers, policy

analyists, NGOs, the private sector,them~di~;~~d civil society. The importance of
, - , '. : 1 l '~,;'" .

focusing on all the ministries of relevance to the inter-linked areas was emphasized

including the Ministry of Finance which controls the financial resources and often

dictates the adoption or otherwise of key policy objectives.

22. For the Division to play an effective advocacy role, it must have something
.:' .•', -.,," " '~.,~,.'. -i:/ .i.srss.: , ,',.",:" ~.'.

significant to advocate. It can use partnerships to develop a formidable' set'of

advocacy items to be put on offer. One way to be rel~vanrV>'ould be to take the

initiative and lead in eXqmining emerging issues in the inter-linked areas and prepare
. .' _ .. I: >,.,' ' '-'i.." .

the region to address and tackle them from an African perspective. For this
-'-", " --- ,'-' . ".:

advocacy role toqe effective, it must be credlble, respectable and reliable.
. . . ','. '. ,'- '-, -! '.~: .

Furthermore, a number of critical questions would need to be addressed.
. . ;"l~ . I.

•

(i)

(Ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

What is the empirical content and substance of the advocacy?
. '. -- , -." '-

What is the validation process? ,;
What is the empirical content of the advocacy message

What is the intended consequence of the advocacy role?

Advocacy by who and for whom?

23. It was suggested that there may be a need to search for an alternative

terminology for advocacy since Government and political officials are often sensitive

to the political connotation implied in the term. A number of other suggestions were

also made concernIng the advocacyrole of FSSDDjECA inclfJding:

(i), ECA's advocacy message, should, when~yer possible, incorporate local

knowledqe systems.

(ii) . '. The messaqe hasto be backed by solid, research. that is either carried. . . .' .

out at ECA itself or in partner organizations and institutions so that

creditability is assured.

---------------------..---'_._---
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(iii) The advocacy process has to be evolutionary and has to start in-house

at ECA.

(iv) PEDA is a good starting tool for the division's advocacy work.

(v) Advocacy has to be provided in partnership with funding agencies but it

must also carry a political clout for it to be effective.

24. With respect to policy analysis support, the focus should be on translating

generic policies into African and country specific policies. ECA should be speaking for
•

the region on the key policy issues. There is need to undertake critical analysis of

the key inter-linkages. Given its limited human and financial resources, the Division

may need to collaborate with researchers from other disciplines and institutions. The

division should also collect and collate information and data on the nexus inter

linkages and provide policy briefs which are African in their perspective.

25. To effectively play its policy analysis role FSSDD has to:

(i) Build capacity.

(ii) Build Partnerships and networks.

(iii) Develop appropriate tools for making policy choices.

(iv) Incorporate the nutritional aspects of food security which is often

ignored.

26. Following the brainstorming session, the meeting then broke into two Work

Groups, one on advocacy and the other on Policy analysis. The reports of the

work of the two groups were later presented and discussed in a plenary

session.
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Session 4: Reports from the Group Discussions

Advocacy Group:

27. The Group on Advocacy elected Mr. J. A. Ridl from the Republic of South Africa

as chairman. The Terms of Reference adopted by the Group were as follows:

(a) To further define and fine-tune the objective of advocacy as it relates

to the work of FSSDD;

To identify the various stakeholders and target groups' of advocacy; ,

To define' the instruments of advocacy and mechanisms 'for

implementing them;' _.) ~'j "

To define indices for monitoring and evaluating' the" impact" of

advocacy; and

(e) To develop criteria for selection of start-up activities.

28. The objective of advocacy in the context of FSSDD's strategic goals is to change

behaviour/attitude of policy-makers in ECA member States and to move away from the

traditional sectoral approach to an integrated approach when'dealing with population,

environment, agriculture anddevelopment issues.

29. The possible stakeholders of advocacy were identified and grouped into four

categories. Grouping the stakeholders into categories was necessary because of the

need to deSIgn different strategies and to convey differeht messages to different target

groups aci:6l-ding to their respective roles. The four defined categories of stakeholders

were:

(a) Other units of ECA notably the substantive Divisions;

(b) UN Organizations whose mandate cover certain aspects of the nexus

(FAO, UNEP, L1NFPA, World Bank);

(c) Regional and sub-regional organizations (OAU, ADB etc.)

•
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(d) National level stakeholders including government ministries, the civil

society, NGOs, the private sector and research institutions.

30. The group brainstormed on the extent to which the FSSDD should advocate in

member States in order to realize the importance of this initiative. The group took into

account the comparative advantage of the Division, the need for building partnership

with regional and national stakeholders in defining the degree of FSSDD advocacy role.

A consensus was reached for FSSDD not to stop at the sub-reqional level but to go

further to the national level through the SRDCs to promote policy dialogue among the

relevant ministries, the civil society, NGOs, and the private sector. In this connection, it

was stated that the experience on the exclusive use of "training-the-trainers" approach

to reach the lower levels did not yield satisfactory results. Inadequate financial and

skilled manpower issues as well as lack of commitment were cited as some of the

causes for the unsatisfactory outcomes of the "train the trainers" approach.

31. Acknowledging the importance of maintaining the momentum of ownership, it

was agreed that all stakeholders should be empowered through different mechanisms.

The need to secure political support for effective advocacy was also needed.

32. On the question of what to advocate, the Group fully endorsed the Division's

proposed work programme for the 2000-2001. In particular, the need for FSSDD to

extensively advocate the PEDA model was emphasized.

33. The Group then discussed implementation mechanisms and identified indices

to monitor and evaluate the impact of advocacy and networking. A summary of the

discussion on these items is given in the following table.

34. The Group emphasized the need for the Division's work to acquire political

clout by presenting it to the Conferences of the relevant ministries including: the

Conference of Ministers of Agriculture of West and Central African States and that of

Eastern and Southern African States.
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Tablet: Target group, instruments, actions steps, expected impacts and indicators of success for advocacy activities

TARGET GROUPS INSTRUMENTS AC1]ON STEPS '" EXPECTED IMPACTS MEASURES OF SUCCESS

In-house (ECA Divisions) • Inter-Divisional Meetings • Develop terms of reference tosensitiSe all • Increased internal ownership • Level and regulari~ of

• Staff Retreats ECA Divisions on the Nexus issues; .. Improved information flow, participation;

• Program Fairs • Strengthen interlinkages among all Divisions • Beller integration of Nexus • Extent of incorporation of

• Regular Internal Seminars for knowledge sharing through the issues inwork programs ofall Nexus Issues In work
establishment ofan intra-ECA Seminar Divisions programs;
Committee • Annual Reports;

• Recruit communications officers to promote • No. ofinterdivisional
market forFSSDD's product meetings

• Develop better incentives for active inter-
divisional co-operation

../ • Establish website for knoWledge sharing on -
. nexus issues ,

• Develop amonitorable feedback mechanism
between FSSDD and the Executive
Secretary's on the outcomes ofthe
meetingsltraining workshops/retreats

" • Improved co-ordination andOTHER UN Institutions (FAO, • Interagl!llcy Consultative • Develop formal contact with related UN • Degree ofcollaboration by
UNEP, UNFPA etc.) , Meetings orga,nizations co-operation on nexus issues different agencies, -

RegUlar information briefs Establish Interagency task force ( UNEP, • Change inattitude from Number of regular• :. •
(e.g. PEDA moderbriefs) FAO, UNFPA) traditional sector approach to meetll1gs ofthe task force

system approach.
• Interagency task force on • Define terms ofreference of the task force • Amount ofresources

Nexus Issues • Organize regular Interagency meetings allocated by different

'. Allocate resources for advocacy activities agencies Number of regular
interagency meetings
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\*

TARGET GROUPS INSTRUMENTS ACTION STEPS EXPECTED IMPACTS MEASURES OF SUCCESS

REGIONAL Institution • Regional training workshop • Convening ofone introductory meeting • Increased co-operation • Number of

(ECOWAS, SADC, COMESA, Existing annual meetings • Developing joint agenda for regular meetings among FSSDD and regional workshops/meetings

IGAD, OAU, ADS etc.) • Websites • Design awebsite asa medium for and sub-regional institutions convened

• PEDA brief disseminating FSSDD's activities • • Number and degree of

• Develop a more proactive programme of • Enhanced ownership participation

promoting FSSDD activities amongst UN • Annual Report of regional

agencies institutions

• Establish an interagency task force onthe
nexus issues

• Encourage an active exchange ofexperts
programme between regional and national
regionallsub-regional/national institutions and
ECA as a means of creating awareness and
building capacity

• Develop a training programme targeted at
regional and national staff

INSTITUTIONS ATTHE • National sensitisation • Develop network atnational level • Increased food security • Extent towhich

NATIONAL LEVEL (Line workshop • Select start-up countries for PEDA and other • Reduced natural resources stakeholders use nexus

Ministries, NGOs, Civil • Local Media FSSDD activities using specified criteria' degradation approach in their work

Societies, Professional Groups, • National Offices of all UN • Assist member States in the generation • Greater awareness of the
programmes

the Research Institutes and Agencies and/or collection of required data for lhe nexus issues among national • The exlent of collaboration

universities) • SRDCs analysis of nexus issues stakeholders among stakeholders atthe

• Briefs and/or newsletters • Involve SRDCs in the selection of the criteria • Increased local ownership
national level and creation

(e.g. PEJA brief) for country case studies and in the
ofmultidisciplinary teams

implementation of FSSDD's programme of • Active participation of

work SRDCs regional and

• Carry outall the Division's regional advisory national

• Extent towhich member
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TARGET GROUPS INSTRUMENTS ACnONSTEPS EXPECTED IMPACTS MEASURES OF.SUCCESS
services through SRDCs States showpolitiqal

• Monitor and evaluate the implementation of willingnessto co-operate in

the PEDA model by member States and the implementation of the

asses the impact. Division's activities

• Maintain interrelationships with NGOs at the •
national level

• Join with UNDP inconducting thematic
activities

• Carry out training and awareness creation
within the context ofcapacity building

,
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WORKING GROUP SESSIONS

Policy Analysis Group

35. The Chairman of this working Group was Mr. Francis Idachaba. The goal of

the group was to come up with a report on how FSSDD/ECA should go about

defining a niche for itself in areas where it has a comparative advantage in the

member countries. The report addresses the following:

1. What needs to be done?

2. What process should be followed?

3. What partnerships should be formed at the country, regional,

and international levels?

4. What monitoring mechanisms should be put in place?

5. What are the training needs?

6. Preparation of a time-bound work plan for the policy analysis

work of the Division.

What should FSSDD do either bX itself or in collaboration with its partners?

36. FSSDD should provide policy analysis support in the inter-linked areas of

agriculture, population, and the environment with a view to attaining food security

and sustainable development. The PEDA model should serve as the starting point for

this policy analysis support. The evolutionary process of fine-tuning and validating

the model should continue, culminating in specific case studies. In addition, the

followinq would also need to be addressed:

1. The comments and reactions that emerged during the discussions

follOWing the presentation of the PEDA model including:
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(a) Explicitly incorporating an environmental component into the

model;

(b) Recognizing the impactof the policy environment and its effects;

(c) Addressing the AIDS issue

(d) Exploring further the interlinkages between education, fertility

and food security.

2. The structure and complexity of applications of the model will vary from

country to country.

3. Need for empirical work to validate some of the assumptions of the

model.

4. Need to more explicitly bring in environmental and sustainability

consideration into the model.

5.· Need to examine policies that are of direct relevance to the key inter

linkages.

6. Need to address trade liberalization including the impact of 'Input and

output prices on the environment.

7. Need to develop data-base and build empirical knowledge on the

Iihkage issues.

8. Need to address emerging issues including biotechnology, biodiverSity,

and global worming.

i .•
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What process should be followed?

37. A number of steps should be followed to establish a process for carrying out the

work of FSSDD. These include:

1. Internalization within FSSDD of the analytical framework for addressing the

nexus issues relating to population, agriculture and the environment.

2. EtA commission-wide internalization of the framework for addressing the

nexus issues.

3. Establishment of a process of peer review involVing experts outside ECA, for

example, the African Economic Consortium and others.

4. The preparation of policy briefs for the general readership.

5. The dispatch of a formal letter from the Executive secretary to Heads of

States of African Governments introducing the Division and calling attention

to its work in the nexus area. This should be followed by presentations to

ECA's Conference of Ministers of Finance and Planning as well as meetings

involving other related ministers.

6. Proceed with presentations at the sub-regional level. Some form of training

the-trainer activities could also take place here.

7. Establish policy dialogue at the national level involving all key stakeholders

including farmer's organizations, sectoral ministries, NARS, IARCs, the

media, etc.

8. Policy dialogue at the national level should bring together researchers in

agriculture, demography, and the environment with key policy-makers in
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relevant sectors (agriculture, finance, national planning,. population,

education, health, and environment) for the purpose of:

(a) Translating research results into policy decisions for

implementation;

(b} Assessing the impact of policies ineducatton, agriculture, health,

and population on desired family size, food security and

sustainable development;

(c) Sensitizing keyactors and stakeholders to the linkage issues; and

(d) Ensuring ownership of policy interventions through consultations

so as to ensure joint ownership.

38. There will be need to follow a number of stages in this process. This will

include:

(a) Design and formulation of policies;

(b) Validation of policies;

(c) Implementation and monitoring; and

(d) Evaluation and lessons of experience.

39. The challenge is to design and formulate policies, programmes and projects

aimed at attaining food security rapidly by taking account of the nexus issues, and

multi-sectoral and multi·disciplinary activities. To meet this.challenge, there will be

need to make formal submissions of the w~r~ programme of FSSDD to sister

institutions. The involvement of OAU will also provide a useful political umbrella to

the work of the Dtvtsion,

40. The output of FSSDD's work on policy support should be based on a revised

issues paper, taking the present draft as a point of departure. The paper will

. however need to be strengthened by: . ,

: :'",
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(a) Providing country-specific examples and making it less general and

more regional in its coverage;

(b) Linking the PEDA model to the issues paper, l.e, the issues paper must

logically lead to the logic of the PEDA model;

(c) Bringing in more emerging issues into the paper including market

orientation, biotechnology and biodiversity and the impact of trade

liberalization on the environment and food security and suggesting

mechanisms for addressing the emerging issues

Partnerships and Networking

41. Partnerships will be needed at the following levels:

(a) Individual.

(b) Institutional (universities, emerging centres conducting policy analysis,

various ministries of relevance to the nexus issues)

(c) subregional (UN University for Resource Management in Legon, Ghana,

Institute for Natural Resources Management, IITA, ISNAR, IFPRI,

!CRAF, WARDA, ENCAPAPA etc.)

(d) NGO (Friends of the Earth,Action Aid)

(e) Regional organizations (OAU, ADB, IGAD, CILSS, etc.)

42. Networking will also be needed. The FSSDD must, however, first decide on

what it wants out of the network and what ithas to offer the network. ECA's goal

should be to serve as the focal point on the nexus issues and the originator of new

ideas and.initiatives on these issues. The. Division's proposal for the establishment of

an African Visual Centre for Information on Food Security Activities should be

reviewed by the meeting and suggestions made for improvement.
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MonitorinqM~hanisms

43. .The following. should be undertaken to establish effective monitoring

mechanisms for the activities of the Division:

(c)

(a)

(b)

(d)

Development otgender disaggregated indicators on food security,
, -, ~ .. .

.population and the environment, for example, an index on food security

that is adj~sted for the nexus issues;

Development of' a monitoring format involving' both financial and

physical targets;

Organization of training programmes on monitoring and ' capadtv

building;

Preparation of qu~rterlY reports on the progress of the work of the

Division on the nexus issues;

(e) Preparation and distribution of Annual Reports on thework of FSSDD

Training Needs

44. Training should be provided in the following areas:

(a) ECA/FSSDD staff should be trained to better understand the workings

of the PEbA model as well as the issues contained in' the Division's

revised issues paper;

(b) Ambassadors in Addis Ababa should be sensitized and informed about

the nexus issues through some appropriate forum;'

(c) Training should be provided in dataconectonand analysis; ,

(d)' Training on environmental impact assessment (EtA) relating to tile

, nexus issues should be provided;

(e) The ability to negotiate relating to' the nexus issues should be

developed possibly in collaboration with partners with the requisite

capacities;

-------------------------------------
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(f) Building an inventory, reviewing and harmonizing existing laws at the

national level on the nexus issues as a prelude to drafting new laws on

the nexus issues.

45. The Group reviewed the proposed work programme of the Division for the

2000-2001 Biennium and concluded that it was implementable although its successful

implementation would depend on the availability of financial resources and the

requisite skills mix. The group, however, sugges~ed that the title of the non

recurrent output titled "The state of agricultural Intensification in Africa" should be

changed to read" The state of Food security and Agricultural Development in Africa".

Although FAO already has a publication on the state of food and agriculture (SOFA),

it did not focus on Africa. It was, therefore, appropriate for the Division's work in the

area to focus on Africa.

46. The Group suggested that the work of the Division at the national and sub

regional levels should be carried out in collaboration with the SRDCs. In this regard,

there would be need to promote interdependency and congruency in the work

programmes of the two units.

Session 5: Consideration and Adoption of the Report of the Meeting

47. The Chairman led the meeting through a page-by-page review of the Draft

Report of the meeting including the reports of the two Working Groups on Advocacy

and Policy Analysis. Editorial and substantive changes were made to the report in an

atmosphere of lively discussions and intellectual exchanges. The revised report was

then adopted by the meeting.

session 6: Closing

48. In his closing remarks the Executive Secretary informed the meeting of the

restructuring that has taken place in the Commission. The Number of Divisions had
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been reduced from.iz to 6. The need to build synergies among the reduced number

of DiVlsions is at the 'heart of the restructuring. He hopedthat these synergies will

become more evident in the 2000-2001 Biennium Work Programmes of all the

Divisions of the ECA including FSSDD.

49. The Executive secretary informed the meeting that 25 per cent of the

professional staff ofECAhad been reassigned to the SRDCs and that the sub

regional centres were expected to work in close collaboration with the substantive

Divisions at headquarters as well as with other sub-regional organizations SllQ1 as

SADC, ECOWAS, COMESA, etc. He emphasized that ECA was part of a larger,UN

family and informed the meeting that the Commission had developed a' goq~

collaborative relationship with LlNDP at the country level. He cited the recent ECA

40th anniversary celebrations in which various UN agencies fully participated including

the funding of some of the activities as a good example of the progress the

Commission was making in this area.

50; The Executive Secretary stressed the importance of "ownership" of the work

of ECA. Regional and sub-regional Conferences of Ministers provide the for~ for

harnessing commitment and support for the Commission's programmes. Although,

as part of the restructuring process, the number of Ministerial Conferences had been

reduced to two, there is no reason why Ministers dealing with the nexus issues could

not be invited to join their colleagues in Finance and Economic Planning during their

meeting. 'Another, avenue for promoting ownershlp is through the African

Development Forum jointly organized by ECA, OAU andADB.

51. With respect to the issues of skill mix and financial resources, the Executive

Secretary informed the meting that efforts were being made to augment existing

levels of financial and human resources through partnership arrangements such as a

visiting Fellowship Programme, which is still in its early stages. He hoped that the

programme wiil~ltimately 'provide avenues and opportunities for aspiring young
\ .. '·"r '.", .! :" .' -'. :'~': .;- . ,

African scholars and researchers to work at ECA using extra-budgetary resources.
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52. The Executive Secretary announced that ECA will be convening a partners

meeting in March, 1999 to look at specific proposals including those emanating from

FSSDD. He emphasized the importance of a demand-driven programme of work

supported by an eminent group of stakeholders such as the present Expert Group

Meeting. He then thanked the Group for its excellent work. and invited them to

reconvene again sometime in 1999 to review the progress of the work of the

Division.

53. Dr. Dunstan Spencer then gave a vote of thanks. He thanked professor

Adebusoye, the Chief of FSSDD for putting together the Group and expressed the

Group's gratitude to the Executive Secretary for being an excellent host. He

commended the Commission for its desire to involve African stakeholders in its

programme planning and urged the new ECA to continue on the set path.

54. Following the vote of thanks, the Chairman then declared the meeting closed.
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